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How we support you with Eduqas GCSE English Language and Literature 

A subscription to Educake English includes KS3 and GCSE, and allows you to choose the exam board you 
need, with content and question styles tailored to that specifcation. 

Our popular standalone reading tests help students develop the comprehension and analytical skills they 
need for the Language papers. We’ve even included exam-style questions: 

In English Literature, we offer questions based on the Eduqas poetry anthology that encourage students 
to think about how they would approach each poem in the exam. 

Here what’s included in Educake English for Eduqas GCSE: 

English Language (600 questions, with more to come) 
• Literature Reading (Component 1, Section A): self-contained reading practice using short extracts 
• Creative Writing (Component 1, Section B): creative writing skills, advice for tasks 
• Non-Fiction Reading (Component 2, Section A): self-contained reading practice using short extracts 
• Transactional Writing (Component 2, Section B): types of non-fction, vocabulary, model responses 

English Skills (800 questions, with more to come) 
Students need a wide variety of skills to succeed in English, which is why we provide effective retrieval 
practice for: spelling, punctuation, grammar, literary terms and techniques, proofreading practice, 
vocabulary. 

English Literature (400 questions per text) 
We offer questions to support understanding of plot, character, themes and context for: 
Macbeth, Romeo & Juliet, The Merchant of Venice, A Christmas Carol, Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde, 
An Inspector Calls, Lord of the Flies, Blood Brothers, Eduqas Poetry Anthology 

Sign up for a 30-day free trial at: educake.co.uk/freetrial-signup/english 

Qll Llst FNE feelings that Mlss Kenton reveals in this the first paragraph !"But that doesn't mean to say .. ." to ·and be 

grateful"!. 

One student wmte an answer to this question: 

- She sometlmes feels extremely unhappy about her life. 

- She thinks she hos made a terrible mistake. 

- She som.etimes gets really angry about small things_ 

- She wishes she could spend more time thinll:ing about a different life. 

- She feels that she has been ludcier than some people. 

How many marls would they receive? A maximum of 5 marks is possible. 

fnter your answer as a number 
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